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Abstract. To meet the demands of the large-scale network simulation platform
technology, we proposed a novel multi-task network simulation scheduling
algorithm based on multi-valued mapping and the new algorithm is called
MUNS-Min-min. Experimental results show that our algorithm is suitable for
complex computing environment.
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1 Introduction
Currently, there has been a lot of researches on the parallel network simulation
algorithm for single simulation task. However, a large-scale network simulation
platform may receive multiple simulation tasks at a time or successively. If the server
just executes each task in order of its arrival time, it cannot guarantee the shortest
total execution time. Current parallel network simulation algorithm did not consider
the issue mentioned above. So in the complex computing environment, studying how
to divide these simulation tasks, allocate computing resources and schedule tasks has
great significance for reducing the runtime of all the simulation tasks and improving
performance of the simulation platform. We learned from the research results of task
scheduling algorithm in grid computing, and proposed a novel multi-task oriented
parallel network simulation algorithm based on the complex computing environment.
In the field of traditional parallel and distributed scheduling, considerable
researches have been done centering on scheduling algorithm. They have put forward
some sophisticated scheduling algorithms[1-6], such as OLB(Opportunistic Load
Balancing) algorithm,.UDA(User-Directed Assignment) algorithm,.Fast Greedy
algorithm, Min-min algorithm, Max-min algorithm, Greedy algorithm, GA(Genetic
Algorithm) algorithm, SA(Simulated Annealing) algorithm, GSA(the Genetic
Simulated Annealing) algorithm, Tabu algorithm, A* algorithm.
Experiments of the literature showed that OLB algorithm, UDA algorithm, Maxmin algorithm, SA algorithm, GSA algorithm and Tabu algorithm are worse than
Min-min algorithm, GA algorithm and A* algorithm normally. The last three
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algorithms’ differences in completion time do not exceed 10%. GA is a little better
than Min-min because we use Min-min algorithm to seed in GA algorithm. In the last
three algorithms, Min-min algorithm is the fastest algorithm, GA is the second, and
A* is the slowest.

2 Parallel network simulation scheduling algorithm oriented
towards multitask
On the large-scale network simulation platform, the task’s input time and scale is
uncertain, and one or more tasks may arrive at a time. Therefore, we choose batch
mode scheduling strategy in dynamic scheduling algorithm as our scheduling strategy.
According to the characteristics of network simulation, we choose to improve on the
basis of Min-min algorithm. Through improving the single valued mapping between
tasks and the computing nodes in the Min-min algorithm into multivalued mapping,
we proposed a novel multi-task network simulation algorithm based on multivalued
mapping which is called MTNS-Min-min(Multi-task Network Simulation Min-min).
2.1. The algorithm idea
Our algorithm is based on some assumptions. Firstly, we should have mastered m
parallel network simulation partition algorithms oriented towards single task.
Secondly, the runtime of each simulation task is far greater than parallel partition time
of simulation task. Finally, for each task, we can predict possible consumption time of
m algorithms separately in the complex computing environment. Prediction method
can be found in literature [7] that we wrote.
During the parallel network simulation, the consumption of each task consists of
two parts, the runtime and resource occupied. The main idea of this algorithm is
assigning priorities to the simulation task with the least runtime and resource
degradation when scheduling the queue of simulation tasks. In batch mode, it collects
the tasks and form a task set instead of mapping the simulation task to the machine
immediately, and the task set will be mapped concentratedly after the arrival of
mapping event. The independent task set is called meta-task.

m partition algorithms P = {s0 , s1 , , sm −1} , the mission
M v = {t0 , t1 , , tS −1} of meta-task M to
of our algorithm is mapping the S tasks
n hosts H = {m0 , m1 , , mn −1} in a reasonable way.
t
We define the following parameters for a certain task i in meta-task.
Under the influence of

v

bi : the starting execution time of task ti ;
mj
dj

: the expectant time that machine
and has begun to execute another task;
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ETik (expectant execution time): the expectant execution time of task ti after the
s
partition of partition algorithm k ;
ERik (expectant execution resource): the expectant resource occupied by task

ti after the partition of partition algorithm sk ;
CTik (expectant completion time): the expectant completion time of task ti after
s
CTik= bi + ETik ;
the partition of partition algorithm k , and
The MTNS-Min-min scheduling algorithm is shown as follows:
M v are mapped or all machines are marked
t
Mv
for each task i in meta-task
s
for each single task partition algorithm k in partition algorithm set P
ETik and ERik in unmarked machines;
compute
do until all tasks in

ti in M v

for each task

ETik set the predicted run-time through BPnet in all machines of ERik ;
dj
mj
bmax
ERik
set the maximum of

in all machine

in

;

CTik = bmax + ETik
find the task

tl with the shortest completion time and the least resources;

tl to the machines in ERlk ;
t
Mv ;
delete task l from
m
ERlk
for each machines j in
assign task

update
end do

dj

and mark machine

mj

;

1. For each task of meta-task, we separately partition it according to the algorithms
of the partition algorithm set. We should know that the computer resources here are

t

just those unallocated resources. If task i can not find suitable computer resources
s
ERik are assigned to NOP.
through partition algorithm k , ETik and
2. Analyse each task in turn and predict the completion time of the task. After
considering the expectant completion time and dissipative resources of all the tasks, we
need to choose the task with the least execution time and resource consumption and
label the machines occupied by it. The algorithm won’t stop until all meta-tasks are
mapped to specified machines or all machines are assigned.
3. Parallelly simulate all assigned tasks, and wait for the next mapping event.
4. Repeat above processes until the task queue is empty.
Suppose the average time complexity of partition algorithm is OPART . For partition
algorithm MTNS-Min-min, only one task can be assigned in each loop, consequently
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the
average
time
complexity
of
the
SO PARKT + ( S − 1) O PARKT + ( S − 2 ) O PARKT +…+ O PARKT = O(S × S × O PARKT )

algorithm

is

2

, which is S times
more than the time complexity of the partition algorithm. S is the number of simulation
tasks in the meta-task.
To improve the execution efficiency of MTNS-Min-min, there will be another
machine that will run constantly to execute the partition algorithm for each arrived task
during the implementation of the algorithm.

3 Conclusion
In summary, we have improved the classical Min-min algorithm and proposed the
multi-task simulation scheduling algorithm which is called MTNS-Min-min. Focusing
on how to ensure the simulation time, the resource consumption, and trigger mapping
events, we provide detailed solutions. It not only supports the single simulation task
partition algorithm based on a homogeneous partition, but also supports the single
simulation task partition algorithm based on a isomerism partition. Therefore, MTNSMin-min is also suitable to complex computing environment.
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